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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.1

reference, event, establishment, problem, No change required
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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.2

scruple, reservations, possession, stipulation, No change required
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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.3

initiated, installed, drafted, volunteer, No change required
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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.4

activities, animation, movement, deed, No change required
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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.5

fashion, form, mould, divide, No change required 
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India’s first female combat pilots are: Bhwana Kanth, Mohana

Singh and Avani Chaturvedi

It has ‘never been women’s territory’, The Indian defence crisis

(1) has always had activity (2) on including women as combat

pilots. Previously, India inducted (3) woman pilots in non-

combat action (4) such as flying transport aircraft and

helicopters. That means (5) has finally been erratic (6) as three

women are now part of our combat forces.

Q.6

busted, separated, collapsed, broken, No change required
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The iconoclasts of the 21st century are Bhawana Kanth,

Mohana Singh and Avani Chaturvedi. They were recognised (7)

as flying officers in the Indian Air Force last June. India’s then

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had hailed (8) this historic

event and effort as a red letter day. It is not just their states of

origin (9), i.e. Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh,

respectively, that are passive (10) to have these women but the

entire nation.

Q.7

accredited, commissioned, retracted, warranted, No change required
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The iconoclasts of the 21st century are Bhawana Kanth,

Mohana Singh and Avani Chaturvedi. They were recognised (7)

as flying officers in the Indian Air Force last June. India’s then

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had hailed (8) this historic

event and effort as a red letter day. It is not just their states of

origin (9), i.e. Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh,

respectively, that are passive (10) to have these women but the

entire nation.

Q.8

accosted, disdained, disparaged, censured, No change required
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The iconoclasts of the 21st century are Bhawana Kanth,

Mohana Singh and Avani Chaturvedi. They were recognised (7)

as flying officers in the Indian Air Force last June. India’s then

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had hailed (8) this historic

event and effort as a red letter day. It is not just their states of

origin (9), i.e. Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh,

respectively, that are passive (10) to have these women but the

entire nation.

Q.9

connection, inception, influence, outcome, No change required
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The iconoclasts of the 21st century are Bhawana Kanth,

Mohana Singh and Avani Chaturvedi. They were recognised (7)

as flying officers in the Indian Air Force last June. India’s then

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had hailed (8) this historic

event and effort as a red letter day. It is not just their states of

origin (9), i.e. Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh,

respectively, that are passive (10) to have these women but the

entire nation.

Q.10

proud, august, meek, shy, No change required 
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